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Purpose of this Action Plan
This Action Plan Report is Part 2 of your 4 volume CaDD Report. If you have the responsibility for devising a
new climate change adaptation plan for your organisation, or reviewing an existing plan, this section is for
you.
The Action Plan, is a more detailed report than Part 1 (your Summary Report) and can immediately be used
by people who are responsible for action planning in ANY Org.. It prioritises your actions in working
towards the targets set out in Part 1.
Parts 1 and 2 are also accompanied by two other documents that are designed to help you make progress.
• Appendix One “CaDD Assessment Responses” includes the questions that we asked during the
online inquiry exercise and the responses that you gave.
• Appendix Two “About CaDD” is a short overview of the CaDD Framework, including some
examples.
Other options: While this 4 part report is designed to be 'stand-alone', some organisations choose to go
further. We offer a number of other options to help you. These can be found at www.cadd.global

A Guide to this Document
To enable the reader to get most value from the analysis the next section explains the CaDD terminology
and how best to use the report. For more information on the CaDD approach that drives the analysis we
advise reading the accompanying Appendix 2 document “About CaDD”
This Action Plan is presented in a series of 6 “Schedules” that present recommendations in order of priority.
More prioritising within these schedules than is possible through the online CaDD process may be
beneficial. That would need done as an additional process. ANY Org. may wish to conduct this final process
internally or in dialogue with us; combining your knowledge of ANY Org. with Trioss’s understanding of the
CaDD approach.

Terminology: Pathways, Response Levels, Activities
The CaDD framework lets people approach a large and threatening question—how well is my organisation
prepared for the effects of climate change? It allows this to happen in a focused, systematic way. It does so
by looking at the organisation from the perspective of nine key Pathways, each an essential aspect of
response to climate change.
The development of each pathway is ranked according to a hierarchy of Response Levels: the higher the
response level, the more sophisticated the response.
Which response level the organisation has currently attained is determined by the Activities it has in place.
To advance to the next response level, the organisation needs to make sure it has put in place enough of the
corresponding activities.
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Figure 1: CaDD’s six predictable levels of response

RL6

Research shows that organisations can mature and develop (or fail to do so) much like individuals. The
organisation takes on something new, hopefully gets better at doing it, learns from the experience and
moves on to the next challenge. Like individuals though, many organisations don’t change much until
something forces them to do so. That something, as in this work, could be climate change.
CaDD identifies six clear stages of development when organisations take on the challenge of climate change
(see figure 1). We call these response levels (RLs) rather than stages because we don’t want to imply that in
moving on it is necessary to leave each stage behind. Instead, the idea is to consolidate each level before
learning to respond from the next one up. We see very few signs of an organisation being able to act
successfully from RL5 (a very high level) without having a strong grounding at RLs 3 and 4.
To help an organisation to see where and how to develop different levels of response CaDD gathers and
organises information about nine organisational ‘pathways’ – complementary capacities (comparable to
'competencies' at an individual level) which need to improve together if change is to take place.
The six CaDD response levels and nine CaDD Pathways come together to form the CaDD Matrix (see figure
2). Where each pathway and response level intersect, there is a suit of activities that an organisation would
be doing if they are to be scored as ‘active’ at that point in the matrix. These are the activities that this
action plan is designed upon. We find out which activities your organisation is doing, and use this to
determine what your best next steps will be if your capacity needs to grow.
Appendix 2, which accompanies this report, goes into detail on the differences between these response
levels and how the different pathways develop across each response level.
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Fig.2: The CaDD Matrix

By determining what activities your organisation is doing, your CaDD action plan can be developed
upon what your organisation is already doing well. This ensures that any programme of change is
built upon a foundation of your strengths. The answers and comments you have provided in your
online CaDD inquiry are used to determine which activities you are already doing, partially doing,
or planning to do. If there has been any further dialogue with you, we will also include relevant
information from that within our analysis. Once we have determined your activities, we can produce
a graph to illustrated your capacity.
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Using your CaDD results: basic principles
•

Evaluate. The report indicates whether or not your organisation is already implementing the
necessary activities by designating activities ‘Implemented’, 'Partially implemented', ‘Planned not
Implemented’, or ‘Not implemented’. As well as addressing activities which have not yet been
implemented, it's important to make sure that the organisation continues to put effort into
maintaining activities which have been. Activities within your transition zone that our review
suggests have already been fully implemented are listed in Schedule 1.

•

Set concrete targets. By giving a clear target response level, and showing the areas where your
organisation's adaptation plan needs the most urgent strengthening, your CaDD results help
prioritise action. The checklist of activities shows you how ANY Org. needs to improve to reach your
target response level.

•

Consolidate progress. You should aim to bring pathways together at the target response level.
Before addressing activities at your target level, it is important to first address lagging pathways, if
there are any. It should also be noted that energy spent advancing a particular pathway far ahead of
the others can be wasted. Each pathway depends on the others, so if there are gaps in your climate
actions, progress is unlikely to be secure. The activities you need to implement to address any
lagging pathways are listed in Schedule 2. Schedule 3 lists the activities you should focus on to reach
your target level.

•

Prioritise. Activities are categorised as ‘crucial’, ‘important’ and ‘optional’: we recommend focusing
your efforts on the first two. Implementing all 'crucial' activities for your target response level
should be your first priority, then the 'important' activities. Although this report focuses on ‘crucial’
and ‘important’ activities, we provide a list of ‘optional’ activities in Schedule 4.

•

Don't stop. Once you have done what you need to do to reach your immediate target, you should
think about moving on to the next response level. This report does not list those activities because
for now ANY Org. should focus on the immediate target. However, Schedule 5 offers a short outline
of what the next target looks like. Schedule 6 includes a list of any activities already being
implemented above your current target level: it makes sense to consolidate any such gains.

•

Disregard any of the above if it clearly does not suit your situation! You know ANY Org., its region
and its general context better than we do. You also know the status of your own climate adaptation
actions better than any outside reviewer could. So if you find that this report has shown an activity
as 'not implemented' but after thinking about it you are convinced that it has been implemented,
then just tick it off the list. Many other people have found the CaDD framework to be useful as a
tool to help them prioritise their next steps, and of course we hope that you will too, but ultimately
you are in charge of your own actions.
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Structure of the Report
The detail of the actions we recommend in this action plan are presented in a series of “Schedules”. The
order of guidance provided by the schedules is as follows:
Schedule 1: The priority activities in “lagging pathways”, below your transition zone (RL3) which are either
not yet being implemented or are ‘partially implemented’ which need to be fully delivered to provide a solid
foundation for ANY Org.’s transition zone activity (RL4). The activities in this schedule are colour coded to
show whether they are “Important” or “Crucial”. “Crucial” activities are absolutely necessary to achieve the
required capacity. It may be possible to achieve the required capacity without the “Important” activities but
it may be much harder to do so.
Schedule 2: This schedule show the things your organisation is already good at within your transition zone.
These are the strengths upon which to develop and scale your capacity. They are the “Important” and
“Crucial” activities which are already being implemented in your transition zone and must continue to be
delivered while also being used where possible to develop the other activities across your transition zone.
Activities marked as “Crucial” are absolutely necessary to achieve the required capacity. It may be possible
to achieve the required capacity without the “Important” activities but it may be much harder to do so.
Schedule 3: These are the priority activities in you transition zone that will have greatest value for ANY Org.
once there is a solid foundation across all pathways at RL3. Forging ahead without this solid RL3 foundation
can dilute their impact and risk collapsing more advanced work. As with Schedule 2 the activities are colour
coded by whether they are “Important” or “Crucial”.
Schedule 4: These are “optional” activities that you may wish to implement. While they may not be
essential, there are often benefits from implementing these activities, which other organisations often find
helpful. We recommend that you consider which ones you might wish to include in your actions.
Schedule 5: A pen picture of what capacity looks like at your longer-term target of RL5. It also looks ahead
to the activities that you are already doing at RL5. These will form that backbone of your new actions once
ANY Org. has achieved RL4.
Schedule 6: Presents the same activities in Schedules 2 and 3, but this time separated by pathway. Some
people find it useful to see all activities in this way. Schedules 2 and 3 are grouped by priority response
level - whereas Schedule 6 is by pathway.
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Summarising your CaDD results
Here is the CaDD overview graph from your CaDD report:

ANY Org.’s

Overview of results
We recommend CaDD RL4 as your immediate target. Organisations with a distribution of activity such as
that shown in your overview graph (above) would normally be given a RL3 target. This is because solid
activity (the dark blue areas in the graph) is shown to RL2 (but not yet above), meaning the next level to
address is RL3. However, after careful consideration, we believe that ANY Org. should have an immediate
target of RL4. This ‘stretch’ target has been given because although good practices is not yet prolific across
all relevant parts of the organisation, there are enough pockets of it for a RL3 target to potential undermine
this good work. In addition, we believe that the RL3 activities needing addressed will be relatively straight
forward for ANY Org. to put in place. RL4 is therefore a meaningful immediate target in this case, and is
likely to drive significant progress at an appropriate rate. Also, successfully achieving RL4 will be an
important step, providing a strong foundation from which it will be possible to move forward quickly
towards your longer term target of RL5.
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Your Transition Zone: moving away from business-as-usual. ANY Org. is currently in the process of moving
from Response Level 3 to Response Level 4 in the CaDD framework. This transition involves moving out of
the comfort zone of business-as-usual and learning to approach things differently. Organisations that are
reaching this point had typically previously focused on incremental improvements to their operations, year
by year. The next step is to start asking whether the challenge of climate change calls for more ambitious,
strategic change. Organisations making the shift to RL4 are beginning to put in place the groundwork for a
fully mature strategy for resilience. At this point, for instance, the organisation begins to develop the
capacity to manage longer term climate risks. The work involved in making this transition also helps the
organisation identify the factors that will need to be addressed in the future.
Your progress is held back by areas of weaker performance. Your performance across the CaDD pathways
shows that some areas of your operations are lagging behind the rest. The benefits of improving in these
areas ware likely to be very high. Bringing “lagging pathways” into line is a more efficient way of moving
forward than putting more effort into pathways which are already advanced. While it may be tempting to
invest more resources where there is already proven momentum, it would be wiser to focus efforts on the
areas which in the longer term will constrain progress. Addressing lagging pathways and consolidating your
active response level is a necessary next step before you can expect to make the transition to a higher
response level. Your most Lagging Pathways are: 'Leadership' followed by 'Managing operations'. Others
that need to be addressed to achieve Response Level 4 across the organisation are 'Awareness' 'Agency'
'Agents of Change' 'Working Together' 'Learning' 'Programme Scope and Coherence' 'Expertise and
Evidence'.
We recommend CaDD RL5 as your longer term goal. At this level, a sophisticated understanding of major
threats develops. Organisations assess their long-term options and put in place comprehensive programmes
to ensure resilience in a very different and fast-changing future. We stress that work on RL5 activities should
normally begin only once work has been consolidated at RL4. However there are strong pockets of activity
already at this level which should be protected. Whether you go on to this new target will depend partly on
the climate challenges that you will face in ANY Org. in coming years, partly on whether your management
team wants to follow or lead on the adaptation agenda.

Playing to strengths and making sense of next steps
As your RL2 activity is already solid, we do not normally define the activities you are fully implemented on
at RL2. Most clients with a RL4 immediate target would no longer find detailed RL2 descriptions useful.
However, as ANY Org. has been set RL4 as a stretch target we feel that it may prove useful for you to
understand some of this activity. In particular, it could be useful to look at the RL2 strengths in your
‘Leadership’ and ‘Managing Operations’ pathways, as these are lagging the most. Understanding what ANY
Org. is already doing well on these pathways can assist with communicating activities to those responsible
for delivering them – ensuring that communications remain appreciative of the strengths and efforts of the
work to date. Appendix 3 provides a schedule of all the activities that ANY Org. has implemented at RL2 in
these two lagging pathways.
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In addition, to ensure that all work on lagging pathways can remain appreciative to what is already going
well, appendix 3 contains a schedule of all the activities that are currently being implemented by ANY Org.
at RL3. These activities are unlikely to require significant work to continue to implement, and can be used to
add considerable value to other work aimed at developing the lagging activities at RL3. The implemented
activities complement and strengthen the actions required to deliver the remaining activities. Details of
lagging RL3 activities that are needing developed can be found in schedule 1 of this document (below).
These are the activities that if addressed early, are most likely to create rapid improvement across the
organisation.
Schedule 2 of this document shows all the activities that ANY Org. has implemented within their transition
zone (response level 4). In much the same way as appendix 3 gives all the implemented activities at RL3 to
aid with developing the lagging activity at RL3, schedule 1 gives those that can be used to complement and
support the activities which need addressed in your transition zone. Schedule 3 of this document lists all the
activities that need addressed in your transition zone.
We have also provided a list of ‘non-essential but often beneficial’ activities. These can be found in schedule
4 of this document. These are activities that organisations have identified as being useful to them, but that
other organisations have been able to develop high level responses without having done. We do not try to
predict whether these will be of value to ANY Org., but provide them in order for you to make your own
mind up whether they would be of value to you or not.
The next schedule, schedule 5, describes what your long-term target looks like. We do not go into detail on
the specific activities you will need to implement when you get to this level. We see this as future work, at
least a year (most likely much more) into the future. The intention of this schedule to give you some
meaningful and valuable insight into the types of things ANY Org. will hopefully be doing once they have
completed their transition zone. We do not provide detail on any new activities needing addressed at this
level because experience tells us that organisations who target delivery at higher levels, before they are
competent at the lower levels, can run into serious difficulties of premature scaling. Premature scaling
occurs when the wrong types of actions become prolific, locking the organisation into high risk behaviours.
However, ANY Org. is already undertaking RL5 activities in some areas. This is due to the polarised activity
within ANY Org.. The activity that it is being implemented at RL5 is already built upon a good foundation at
RL2, 3 and 4, and therefore although it does not yet need to be advanced further, it does need to be
maintained and protected. In other words, the existing pockets of good practice in ANY Org. are supporting
the current RL5 activity. While we strongly advice you to develop RL4 before doing further work at RL5,
schedule 5 also provides a list of all the activities at RL5 ANY Org. is already doing, and that needs to be
maintained and protected as the rest of its actions on climate change catch up.
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Schedule 1: Activities that need attention in Lagging Pathways
This schedule lists any 'lagging pathways' – i.e. any ‘crucial’ and ‘important’ activities below your current transition zone that appear not to have been fully
implemented – are likely to hold back progress. Here is a list. We advise that checking the status of these and implementing them should be a high priority.

Schedule 1: Activities that need attention in Lagging Pathways
In your overview graph, this is the light blue shaded areas in RL3. The activities within each priority level are colour coded as follows:
Crucial Activities - “Crucial” activities are absolutely necessary to achieve the required capacity.
Important Activities - It may be possible to achieve the required capacity without the “Important” activities but it may be much harder to do so.

Activity Name

Pathway

Level

Relevance Current Status

Evidence

Description of target activity

Decision makers aware Awareness RL3
of current risks and
opportunities

Important Partially
implemented

Some (not all) decision
makers know enough to
identify when specialist
assistance is needed

Managers who take decisions are aware of the current
climatic conditions that they need to take into account.

Prioritised adaptation Agency
risks and opportunities

Crucial

There is a prioritised list of
areas where action is
needed. These are not all
quantified or acted upon.

Based on analysis, there is a prioritised list of areas where
action is needed to provide improved protection against
existing weather related risks, or to exploit any
opportunities. However this does not necessarily extend
far enough into the future to reflect the extent to which
future weather patterns may affect the life of their
decisions.

RL3

Partially
implemented
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Schedule 1: Activities that need attention in Lagging Pathways

In your overview graph, this is the light blue shaded areas in RL3. The activities within each priority level are colour coded as follows:
Crucial Activities - “Crucial” activities are absolutely necessary to achieve the required capacity.
Important Activities - It may be possible to achieve the required capacity without the “Important” activities but it may be much harder to do so.

Activity Name

Pathway

Prioritisation of
Agency
adaptation actions via
cost benefit analysis or
similar

Level

Relevance Current Status

Evidence

Description of target activity

RL3

Crucial

Not
implemented

No cost benefit analysis of
adaptation actions was
reported

Strong cost benefit-type analysis done to identify areas
where action can be taken now to improve performance
on weather risks.

esources allocated to
adaptation actions

Leadership RL3

Crucial

Partially
implemented

Some action has been taken Budgets and other resources (e.g. staff time) have been
but has not yet allocated
allocated for actions on climate adaptation.
sufficient resources

Top team monitors
adaptation progress

Leadership RL3

Important Partially
implemented

The top team has set some The top team formally monitors progress on climate
goals but is reported to not adaptation against policy and goals at least annually.
monitored progress or asked
for reports. There is reported
to be ad hoc engagement
and discussion and some
compliance related
reporting.
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Schedule 1: Activities that need attention in Lagging Pathways

In your overview graph, this is the light blue shaded areas in RL3. The activities within each priority level are colour coded as follows:
Crucial Activities - “Crucial” activities are absolutely necessary to achieve the required capacity.
Important Activities - It may be possible to achieve the required capacity without the “Important” activities but it may be much harder to do so.

Activity Name
Responsibilities
delegated for
adaptation action

Pathway

Level

Leadership RL3

Relevance Current Status
Crucial

Partially
implemented

Evidence
The Director of Asset
Management has
responsibility for climate
risks to fixed assets. It is
unclear whether
responsibilities for defining
actions has been formally
agreed.

Description of target activity
The organisation has defined managerial responsibilities
for the adaptation agenda at top team level and below.

This sample report only shares part of one schedule. We are more than happy to share more with those who ask us directly, but have chosen on this
instance not to put all of this IP up on a public websites. If you would like to find out or read more, please do not hesitate to get in touch. Our
contact details are on the next page. Thank you. We look forward to hearing from you.
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About this report
This report was produced by Trioss
Date: August 2017
For further information please contact:
Doogie Black, Director
Trioss
London, UK
Tel: +44 (207) 193 2998
Mob: +44 (0) 7752 830 371
Email: doogie.black@trioss.global
For more on CaDD visit www.CaDD.global or www.trioss.global
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